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Other than procedural activities, evaluation and management of a patient condition is 
the primary patient-related activity for most physicians. Consequently, these activities 
are the basis for much physician revenue. In an attempt to impose some uniformity to 
this process, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), the overseer for 
Medicare, has developed a system of coding rules, which are for the most part followed 
by state (Medicaid) and private third-party payers. Patients are classified into two 
groups: outpatient/office and hospital inpatient/consult. Each of these, in turn, are 
separated into new/consult, and established. Finally, each group is further subdivided 
by the intensity of the evaluation and management activities. The following discussion 
will focus on outpatient care. In this case, the level of care provided is described by into 
one of five levels, ranging from minimal to high. CMS has recently proposed a 
modification of this system on which to base payments, but the current definitions will 
remain in use.  

Each Evaluation and Management level is defined by three elements: history, physical 
exam, and medical decision-making. Establishing the level of service attributable to the 
first two of these is relatively straightforward, but many providers find determining the 
intensity of medical decision-making (MDM) problematic.  

There are two sets of definitions, generally referred to as the 1995 rule, which is 
directed to encounters affecting the whole body, and the 1997 rule, which is directed to 
more detailed encounters affecting a particular organ system. For this reason, the latter 
is more often used by specialists. Specifications for level of medical decision making are 
the same for both sets of rules. 

The definitions of each of the levels of history complexity and physical exam complexity 
can be found on the CMS website:  

(https://www.cms.gov/outreach-and-education/medicare.../95docguidelines.pdf),  

(https://www.cms.gov/outreach-and-education/medicare.../97docguidelines.pdf)    

As noted above, the topic of medical decision-making is much less well understood. It is 
important to recognize that level of decision making is not one’s feeling about how hard 
it is to come to a medical decision, but is defined by CMS.  This category is divided into 
three components: number of possible diagnoses considered, the amount/complexity of 
records, lab and imaging reports, diagnostic tests which must be reviewed or obtained, 
and the risk of significant complications, morbidity or mortality associated with the 
patient’s presenting problem, its evaluation or its treatment.  

Each of these categories consists of a four tier ranking system, from minimal 
complexity/problem-focused to high complexity/comprehensive. The final medical 
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decision-making level is determined by the lowest ranked component of the medical 
decision-making triad. 

For new/consult patients, the final E&M coding level is then determined by the lowest 
complexity level of the three elements. For established patients, the coding level is 
determined by the lowest complexity level of any two of the elements. It is obviously 
beneficial to ensure that attention is paid to documenting correctly each component of 
the interaction.  

Should the patient encounter consist primarily of counseling, there is a special coding 
protocol based on time spent with the patient, ranging from 15 minutes for a low-
complexity interaction to 80 minutes for the highest level of interaction. In order to use 
time as a basis for charges, at least 50% of the time must be spent in face-to-face 
interaction with the patient. Time spent on other E&M activity performed at the same 
time cannot be included in the time determination. Indication for the counseling and 
the time spent must be explicitly documented.  

This latter comment emphasizes a crucial point. Documentation is key to receiving 
appropriate reimbursement for your efforts.  

The current editions of the ACOG Coding Manual and the AMA CPT Professional 
Codebook provide more detailed information on this subject. Another excellent 
resource is the Coding page on the AUGS website. 

  

Disclaimer: The Coding and Reimbursement Committee of the American Urogynecologic Society (AUGS) 
assists members with the application of governmental regulations and guidelines regarding terminology 
and CPT/ICD coding in urogynecologic practice. Such information is intended to assist with the coding 
process as required by governmental regulation and should not be construed as policy sanctioned by 
AUGS. AUGS disclaims liability for actions or consequences related to any of the information provided. 
AUGS does not endorse the diagnostic protocol or treatment plan designed by the provider. 

https://www.augs.org/clinical-practice/coding/

